The effect of wrist and arm postures on peak pinch strength.
This paper examines the effect of various arm postures on peak pinch strength. Twenty (20) able-bodied, male subjects volunteered to participate in a set of two experiments. The first experiment examined the effect of shoulder and elbow posture on peak pinch strength. The second experiment examined the effect of forearm posture, wrist posture, and pinch type on peak pinch strength. Results from the first experiment indicated that elbow posture had a significant effect on pinch strength. It was documented that extreme elbow flexion decreased pinch strength by up to 9%. Results from the second experiment indicated that deviated wrist postures, forearm postures, and pinch type significantly decreased pinch strength as much as 33%. Ergonomic guidelines which utilize the above factors as significant modifiers of pinch strength capacity may assist ergonomists to reduce the risk of injury and development of cumulative trauma disorders in the workplace.